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L’Alliance Française de Trivandrum a eu le plaisir
d’accueillir l’exposition « Surfaces et profondeurs », un
projet franco-indien d’Anupama Raju et Pascal Bernard.
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Cette création a pu voir le jour grâce au soutien de l’Alliance française
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de Trivandrum, de l’ICCR (Inde) et du Centre Intermondes de La
Rochelle, qui ont permis à Anupama Raju d’être invitée en résidence
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artistique à La Rochelle.
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La rencontre entre les deux artistes se poursuit entre l’Inde et la France
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: ce duo, qui a déjà collaboré dans le cadre du projet Pondichéry : une
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ville, un lieu, une personne, confirme son talent en nous offrant à
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nouveau une vision artistique « plurielle et métissée ». Les deux

Slam workshop à Kolkata

artistes ont voulu « marcher sur la surface des choses et creuser dans
les profondeurs » pour créer le mystère qui se diffuse dans les oeuvres
du photographe français et les écrits de la poétesse indienne.
Entre poésie et photographie, entre culture française et indienne, entre
surfaces et profondeurs, la ville de la Rochelle apparaît à travers
l’objectif de Pascal Bernard et dans la poésie d’Anupama Raju. A la
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Rochelle, ce sont les textes de la journaliste poètesse qui ont inspiré le
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photographe rochelais : le dhoti indien typique du Kerala, du sud de
l’Inde, sert de fil rouge à la série réalisée.
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Cette exposition est présentée au cours de l’année dans différentes villes indiennes : Cochin, Goa, Hyderabad et Pondichéry.
Visitez les sites de vos Alliances françaises.
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solo performance
by Kalamandalam Priith at 6.30pm today
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aanendaarnnu in Konkani was more difAll Basheer translations are tough as the
e chose are often recondite. I had a very
me to find equivalents for words like ‘anaham’ which the master used to describe a
world. So, I retained it as it is and some of
ers told me it made perfect sense even in
i.”The translated work published in 2001
nt on to win Bhaskar the Kendra Sahitya
mi’s Anuvad Puraskar for translation. Bhasaltogether 13 works, including poetry, to
it.
at the new translation (Kelighadavu) offers
shold to the fecund Malayalam literature,”
chairman of Konkani Sahitya Akademi,
nur Ramesh Pai. “In a few places, I felt, the
uld have been improved, especially in the
f meter. One can say that the attempt to
t a work like Vazhakkula, with all its social
tical relevance, in Konkani is a brave atnd needs to be emulated. That’s how lanrow,” Pai elaborates. And because Konkani
uage spread across Goa, Maharashtra and
aka, it means that the work reaches a wider
e, he adds.
skar too believes that Kelighadavu will enemerging writers to contribute to Konkani
re. “We have a rich language that has
in the course of time though we are often
acking a script and therefore inferior. We
Devanagiri script and people should start
g how powerful our literature is. Mine is a
attempt towards that,” he says.
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Poet Anupama Raju and photographer
Pascal Bernard fuse cultures and art forms

A red streak
in the moonlight

Rochelle.Dsouza@timesgroup.com

T

he serene beach. The rise and fall of the tide
has left its scars on the soft shore. The water
seems calm and in the midst of it all is a fluttering fabric, white with red borders, like the traditional kaithari (handloom) sarees of Kerala blown
by the soft sea breeze. Besides it are the words: Shells
will not do/ Make me a beach of your tanned skin / I
will not recede.
Although one may quickly assume this to be a
beach somewhere along the shores of God’s Own
Country, this in fact is Le Minimes beach in the
French city of La Rochelle, one of the works at the
exhibition titled ‘Surfaces et Profondeurs’ (‘Surfaces
and Depths’). It’s a collaborative Indo-French poetry
and photography project by Le Centre Intermondes
and Alliance Francaise de Pondichery featuring the
works of Thiruvananthapuram-based poet Anupama
Raju and French photographer Pascal Bernard, currently underway at the Nanappa Art Gallery.
Anchored to the Atlantic coast, near the Islands
of Ré and Oléron in south west France, is the city of
La Rochelle, known better La Ville Blanche (the White
City), which served as the muse to the two artists
whose multi-disciplinary work has come together as
an aesthetic whole.
The collaboration between Pascal and Anupama
began in 2011 when Anupama was invited for a residency programme, as part of a cultural partnership
between Pondicherry and La Rochelle. “Hugo von
Hofmannsthal once said that 'Depths must be hidden.
Where? On the surface' and this was the heart and
soul of our concept.” says Anupama who has penned
12 poems as part of the project.
“Landing on the surface of things and delving into
its depths holds great mystery, and it is this mystery
that has influenced me. The depth of a city lies in its
people, its heritage and its culture. The work seeks to
explore the untold stories of the city steeped in his-

tory and culture. La Rochelle has had the reputation
of being a sort of rebellious city that always sort of
challenged whatever was seen as the norm in the rest
of the country, and that fascinated me,” she says.
Pascal's pictures speak of his native city,
of its limestone facades that glow in the
bright coastal moonlight and its arcaded walkways
alongside the Bay of Biscay and the ghoulish gargoyles that adorn its buildings, rich reminders of its
seafaring past. “I had to immerse myself into her
writing and in her creative sensibilities to
illustrate her poems photographically and to make
sure at the same time that I don’t limit myself in any
way,” says Pascal.
But every picture shares a common element.
Draped across a fair-skinned French maiden in the
midst of a grand jeté (ballet jump) on the beach, fluttering in the breeze in front of a lonely lighthouse or
a blur of white and red above snarling golden gargoyles is the kaithari dothi.
“I had at heart the concept of the twin
perspective of surface and depth but I also wished to
mark my images with an Indian print or the idea of
a red thread – suggesting the city where Anupama
lives, therefore I chose a white dhoti with a red border,” says Pascal who admits to having taken back
more than a dozen such dhotis to France during
his last visit.
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La Rochelle comes to Kochi
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

Poet Anupama Raju at Orthic Creative centre in Kochi on Thursday. Photo : Thulasi Kakkat
: A travelling exhibition of photographs and poems resulting from a collaboration between ace French photographer Pascal Bernard and poet
Anupama Raju got under way at the Nanappa Art Gallery at Karikkamuri Crossroads here on Thursday.
Titled ‘Surfaces and Depths’ the exhibition, jointly organised by Alliance Francaise and Orthic Creative Centre, will be on till May 23.
After their joint project on Pondicherry in 2012, Ms. Raju went on a month-long residency to the city of La Rochelle (Mr. Bernard’s native
town) in France where the new project was born.
Ms. Raju said while the collaboration on Pondicherry had Mr. Bernard taking photographs first, with the poems written afterwards, the order
was reversed for the current project. During her stay at the historical port city, she explored its uniqueness and rebellious nature. “La
Rochelle, located on the Atlantic, is a city of relics and monuments like any other European city, but has the reputation of being different from
the rest of France. It was the only protestant town in Catholic France in the 16{+t}{+h}century and remained kind of independent of France
until it was invaded by Louis XIII who laid a siege to the city. It was fascinating to explore it and I wrote 12 poems during and soon after my
stay and the poems were interpreted by Pascal [Bernard] through his pictures,” she told The Hindu.
The exhibition was inaugurated in Thiruvananthapuram last year. It has gone around Pondicherry, Goa, Hyderabad and Bangalore before
arriving in Kochi. “It might now go to the North of India as well,” she said.
Printable version | May 15, 2015 12:45:56 PM | http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Kochi/la-rochelle-comes-to-kochi/article7208417.ece
© The Hindu
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Exhibition of Photos, Poems at Orthic
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KOCHI: Alliance Francaise Cochin annexe in association with Orthic Creative Centre, Kochi, will
present ‘Surfaces et Profondeurs’, an exhibition of photographs and poems by Pascal Bernard and
Anupama Raju at Orthic Creative Centre from May 14 to 23.
The inauguration will be followed by reading of poetry by Anupama Raju.
An Indo-French project, the show explores La Rochelle through the poetry of Anupama Raju, a
writer based in Thiruvananthapuram and the photography of Pascal Bernard, a photographer from
La Rochelle, France. This collaboration is supported by the Centre Intermondes, La Rochelle and
Alliance Francaise de Trivandrum.
Though the project is an exploration of depths of the city, La Rochelle, through its people, its
traditions, heritage and culture, surfaces and depths can be representative of any city.
Pascal and Anupama had earlier collaborated on a project called, ‘Une Ville, Un Lieu, Une
Personne’, a photo-poetic exploration of Pondicherry and its people.
The exhibition had toured France and the Alliance Francaise network in India in 2012.
The poems of ‘Surfaces and Depths’ were written during a writing residency that Anupama Raju
was part of at the Centre Intermondes in La Rochelle in 2012. The poems are accompanied by the
photographs of Pascal Bernard residing in La Rochelle.
The exhibition has touched Thiruvananthapuram, Goa, Hyderabad and Bangalore before reaching
Kochi.
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